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W
e are, one careful step at a time, gradually unveiling the secrets of

Alzheimer’s disease. Using the resources made available to the

French scientific community by GENCI, a further step forward was taken in

the possibility of simulating the innermost chemical mechanisms of this di-

sease from which over 20 million people around the world suffer.
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Stochastic trajectories of electrons around the nuclei on the beta-amyloid

Research project under CNRS/Paul Sabatier University/Toulouse University, funded by ANR.
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GenCI
Grand équipement nat ional  de calcul  intensi f

Created in 2007 by the government with the aim of ensuring that France could operate at the top European
and international levels in the field of high Performance Computing (hPC), GENCI brings together the leading
players in academic research in the field (see page 36). 
GENCI has been given the tasks of:
 Financing and coordinating the implementation of the French national strategy for the three national
hPC facilities for civil research; 
 Playing a full role in the organisation and realisation of a European research-based hPC. For this purpose,
GENCI represents France within PRACE;  
 Promoting simulation and hPC within industry, major groups as well as SMEs, and within the fundamental
and technological research fields.
GENCI is a civil company under the French law, 49% owned by the State, represented by the Ministère de
l’Enseignement Supérieur et de la Recherche (Ministry of higher Education and Research), 20% by CEA, 20%
by CNRS and 10% by the Universities which are represented by the Conférence des Présidents d’Universités
(Conference of Universities Presidents), and 1% by Inria.

Alzheimer’s disease is triggered by the abnormal operation of a specific protein, known as ß-amyloid. one

of the hypotheses being researched is that certain metallic ions can lead to a gradual accumulation of this

protein in the form of the amyloid plaques that are at the origin of neuron malfunction and degeneration.

Improving our understanding of how these metallic ions act on ß-amyloid is thus a challenge of very real

scientific interest.

In december 2011, a joint CnRS/university of toulouse research team succeeded in producing an extre-

mely accurate model of this protein. their computations were, for the very first time, carried out with vir-

tually all the cores of the CuRIe supercomputer (see page 34) using the QmC=Chem software and are

more reliable than those obtained to date using conventional methods. earlier on during the year, this

code was optimised through the work of the teams at the eCR lab (see page 23) for treatment with the

latest generation processors used in CuRIe.

these highly promising initial results demonstrated that with CuRIe, the degree of precision required for

exploring elementary chemical processes within complex living molecular systems could now be achieved.

the ability to explore at this dimension means being able to understand the mechanisms involved, to

identify the critical factors and to highlight new therapeutic options.
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HpC, a capital investment 

for the future

2
011 was a truly decisive year for GENCI.
Three key events served to illustrate and
give form to the work we are engaged on,

since 2007, to ensure a solid base for national
policy in terms of HPC. 

In January 2011, the
Equip@meso pro-
ject, supported by
GENCI with ten aca-
demics and regional
university partners,
was selected for the
first “Equipements
d’excellence” (First
Rate Facilities) pro-
ject access call, part
of the Future Invest-
ments policy as an-
nounced by the
French government. 

With this project, GENCI now has the resources
to drive forwards, at the regional level, and in
association with university computing centres,
the dynamic that was initiated at the national
level back in 2007. The results achieved so far
have been very encouraging (see pages 32 and
33).

At the beginning of July 2011, a first French
SME, engineering consultants Danielson Engi-
neering, obtained financing from Oseo for its
new computing platform as part of the HPC-
PME initiative launched by GENCI, Inria, and
Oseo. The technical expertise available to Da-
nielson Engineering through HPC-PME enabled
the company not only to acquire the most ap-
propriate numerical simulation facilities for its
specific needs, and thus improve its competiti-
veness, but also to create jobs. Three recruit-
ment drives have been completed and a fourth

is underway (see pages 30 and 31). In total
around fifteen SMEs are benefiting from this
personalised level of support, which is aimed
at demonstrating, with them, how increases in
competitiveness and innovation can be achie-
ved by making appropriate use of HPC. 

Lastly, in December 2011, the final acceptance
of the CURIE supercomputer was completed.
Designed for GENCI by Bull and operated by the
operational teams at CEA’s TGCC (Très Grand
Centre de Calcul, Very Large Computing Centre)
in Bruyères-le-Châtel, CURIE is the spearhead
for the policy being implemented by GENCI and
has increased the available petaflop resources
within Europe. Using a unique architecture,
combining huge computational power and a
high capacity for processing the data genera-
ted, this should help in achieving outstanding
scientific advances (see page 34). 

putting france at the european level

These three results, fundamental for GENCI,
are evidence of the vitality of HPC at the natio-
nal level and ensure that France is in a very
good position within the dynamic initiated wi-
thin Europe by PRACE (Partnership for Advan-
ced Computing in Europe). PRACE is an
independent structure, financed by twenty-
four partner states, including France which is
representedby GENCI, and is Europe’s HPC in-
frastructure with the role of coordinating the
establishment of a network of European very
high performance computing centres (see page
24). 

With CURIE, whose resources were integrated
within PRACE project access calls as of 2011,
France has not only fulfilled its commitment to
host one of the supercomputers for Europe’s
HPC infrastructure, but has also made it possi-

by Catherine Rivière, Ceo of GenCI
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ble for PRACE to continue its deployment in
line with the route map as agreed in 2008. 

The Europe of HPC is now more than ever
firmly on track. With the bringing together of
scientists and industry, along with national and
international bodies, an ecosystem focused
around scientific computation is quickly beco-
ming a reality in Europe and one that will en-
able our laboratories and our companies to
improve their competitiveness. CURIE, with
PRACE, is therefore a capital investment for the
future.

Continuing the dynamic

As well as these results, there were other
events that marked out life at GENCI during
2011. First of all there was the launch of the
tender call procedure for the replacement of
the facilities at IDRIS, the CNRS HPC centre.
With this new investment, which should be-
come a reality during the first half of 2012,
GENCI will have completed the boosting of the
national computing facilities, following those
at CINES with the JADE supercomputer and the
CEA with TITANE and CURIE. One cycle will be
completed but links with the scientific commu-
nities must now, more than ever, be developed
to help them make full use of the tools availa-
ble to them.
This is the context in which GENCI organised, in
May 2011 in Paris, a daylong seminar, entitled
“Petaflop/s mode d’emploi” (“Petaflop/s - User
Instructions”). With around a hundred partici-
pants, leading scientific users of HPC and young
researchers, the seminar was an opportunity
for them to discuss their respective concerns,
and the advances they hoped for, namely the
switch to petaflop/s computing (see page 21).
Given the success of this event, GENCI has de-
cided to continue with the idea. A date has

been set for November 2012 for another dis-
cussion of the uses of HPC.

demonstrating the benefits of HpC

A supercomputer, no matter how powerful, is
only a tool for producing knowledge. In this re-
gard, the ten results presented in the “Scienti-
fic Report” section of this Annual Report (see
page 44) are all clear examples of the benefits
for science and, more generally society, of nu-
merical simulation using HPC and numerical si-
mulation. Such demonstrations are a condition
for its development, within industry and in the
research sector. Thus, in December 2011,
GENCI appeared before the French Senate, to-
gether with representatives of the CEA and
Météo France (the French Meteorological Ser-
vice). The purpose: To present the contribu-
tions made by numerical simulation in terms of
risk management and decision-making.
All these outcomes confirm that GENCI is
playing its role in structuring the national HPC
environment, with increasing initiatives at both
the European level and on a regional scale. Its
work is based around the sole guiding principle
of helping the scientific community make full
use of the supercomputers needed by all re-
searchers and through a network of partners.
Thanks to the impetus created by the Ministry
for Higher Education and Research, CEA, CNRS,
the Conference of University Presidents and
Inria with the setting up of GENCI in 2007, the
computing power now available for the whole
French scientific sector has been increased by
a factor of 50, in five years.

The use of numerical simulation, and its spea-
rhead, HPC, as a tool for improving our compe-
titiveness, both scientific and industrial, is now
a reality. The spread of HPC to a wider au-
dience is now under way!

The CURIE supercomputer owend by GENCI fulfills the

French commitment in PRACE

© CNRS Photothèque / Cyril Frésillon







High performance Computing? 

A tool in understanding the world

A
s of the very earliest times, humankind has needed to count… livestock, goods,
trading. In primitive societies, our ten fingers provided an obvious and natural
means; with history recording that this practice was at the origin of the de-

cimal system. Subsequently in a more refined approach in Antiquity, use was made
of piles of pebbles, or stick with notches. 

The Ishango bone, a form of tally stick, is believed to be the oldest mathe-
matical tool ever unearthed. It was found in an archaeological dig in the former
Belgian Congo (now the Democratic Republic of Congo), dates back some
20,000 years and has several columns of tally marks.
In Abyssinia (today’s Ethiopia), there was a practice of warriors pla-
cing a stone on a pile when leaving to fight, which they then
picked up on their return from war. The number of stones remai-

ning then told them how many had been lost in combat. Shepherds also coun-
ted their sheep using stones placed in a jar, at the entrance and the exit to
the sheep pen. 

Stones and sticks are the oldest
means of calculation we have so far discovered and made it
possible to add and subtract using whole numbers: number of
animals in a herd, number of soldiers in an army, number of
days in a calendar, the price to be paid during a trade or as a
tax. 

These objects can also be shaped from clay as, for instance, he-
mispheres or spheres. During digs in 1977 in Susa, archaeolo-

gists discovered sealed fired clay vessels containing unfired earth balls, dating from 3300 BC and that were
used by Sumerian accountants for their trading records.

Natural, or manmade, stones and sticks were the origins of tablets and aba-
cus that were used for many centuries and constantly refined for use in ever
more complex calculations: lengths, time, proportions, etc.

With Pascal’s calculating machine presented in 1645, certain operations were
automated: direct addition and subtraction of two numbers, multiplication and division by repetition. 

What was the mathematician-philosopher trying to do?
To help his father, appointed as Superintendent of Fi-
nances in Haute-Normandie, to calculate (correctly) the
province’s tax revenues. The "Pascaline" launched the
development of mechanical calculations, firstly in Eu-
rope, and then around the world. The following centuries
would see the perfection of mechanical, electromecha-

Convincing

© 2005 David Monniaux

the origin of “calculate”? A small Roman stone!

It is because our ancestors counted using (small) pebbles

(“calculus” in Latin) that we now use to talk about calcula-

tions.

Calculus continues to be used in its original sense in medi-

cine where it still describes a stone, i.e. a mineral mass that

can be formed in the urinary tract (kidney stone) or gall

bladder (gall stones).



The unit of measurement is the flop/s (FLoating point Ope-
ration Per Second). Twice a year, in June and in November,
the top500 list ranks the most powerful supercomputers in
operation in the world ; this list is realised by researchers
from Mannheim University (Germany), Berkeley et Knoxville
(US).

In November 2011, the 15 most powerful supercomputers
in the world, of which CURIE (see page 34), were delivering
some petaflop/s when the other ones deliver only hundreds
of teraflop/s. The next generation will reach exaflop/s in less
than ten years.

nical and then electronic calculators, with the in-
vention of the microprocessor by Intel in 1971.
Calculators and cash registers are still in use today
in what are sometimes extremely advanced
forms. 

In science and in industry, the development of nu-

merical simulation, and the possibility of produ-
cing virtual recreations of complex phenomena,
has led to the concept of another type of “calcu-
lating machine”: the supercomputer. The first of

these, designed in Germany towards the end of the
1930’s, was capable of performing an operation per se-
cond… Today, the most powerful machines can per-
form several million billion operations within that same
time frame! 

And thus the terms HpC or supercomputing which also
describe, by extension, the science that has grown up
around this equipment (hardware, software, etc.).

HPC is now essential in many academic and industrial

fields: the environment and climate for meteorological
forecasting or the assessment of natural risks such as
cyclones and tsunamis; automobiles; aeronautic and

space in order to reduce design
and validation times of certain
components; chemistry, medicine
and biology in developing highly
targeted drugs; material physics
for qualifying new concepts or
measuring their strength; energy
for optimising oil prospecting and

designing the power stations of tomorrow; finance in evaluating certain complex products; multimedia for
creating 3-D sequences (relief), etc. 
The performance of a supercomputer is defined both in terms of its capacity to rapidly perform a calculation
and to process huge amounts of data.

teRAflop/S (1997)

1000 billion operations per second

GIGAflop/S (1985)

1 billion operations per second

meGAflop/S (1964)

1 million operations per second

petAflop/S (2008)

1 million billion operations per second

the supercomputer: a silicon tiger

A supercomputer is a very big computer formed by se-

veral thousand servers all interconnected by very high-

speed networks and consisting of tens of arithmetic

units. Currently, supercomputers work as fast a set of

150,000 laptops.

Simulating is computing

Numerical simulation involves running a program on a computer in

order to analyse the functioning and properties of a system or a

phenomenon as well as to predict how it will develop, for instance

how an oil platform reacts to the sea swell or fatigue in a material

subject to vibrations.

Numerical simulation has become a crucial tool in both scientific

and industrial fields where it makes it possible to carry out experi-

ments that cannot be performed in a laboratory, especially when

these are dangerous (simulation of an industrial incident), expen-

sive (aircraft design), lengthy (climatology) or inaccessible on a

human scale (astrophysics).

Colossus in Great Britain, one of the first su-

percomputers in the world (1943)

© Public Record Office, London

© HP

eXAflop/S (2018 ?)

1 billion billion operations per second



High performance Computing? 

A european scale ecosystem

Convincing

There is in France a variety of computing resources available to the scientific community. At
the regional level, these are what are known as tier2, with a computing power below 50
teraflop/s and generally operated in university computing centres. With the Equip@meso

project, supported by GENCI (see page 32), some ten of these, spread
throughout France, are going to be significantly enhanced in order

to deliver a much better service.
At the national level, there are the so-called tier1 resources,

offering power at the level of hundreds of teraflop/s, in the
three national centres (see page 14) with operations

coordinated by GENCI.
Finally, at the European level,

the so-called tier0 resources,
at petaflop capacity, can be accessed
through the PRACE infrastructure (see
page 24) of which France, repre-
sented by GENCI, was
one of the founding
members.

why tier?

This is because the HPC ecosystem takes the form of a

pyramid, with its various levels, known as tiers.
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Health environment and energy

See the Scientific Report on page 38

materials 

nanoobjects

the origins of our world

music
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the investments made by GenCI since 2007 have enabled major
advances in every scientific and industrial field. with just over one
petaflop/s available at the beginning of 2012, the french scientific
community now has the resources to lead the race from the front.

In 2011, French scientific research teams produced a number of outstanding scientific results using the re-
sources made available by GENCI. These results, outlined on page 44 of the GENCI Annual Report, include
both subjects of nearly everyday concern and those with serious social and economic implications.



Convincing

In order to advertise and emphasize the importance of using numerical simulation and high performance
computing, GENCI supports and is involved in various initiatives.

promotion 

making the most of High performance Computing

bull-fouRIeR: tRAmpolIne effeCt foR YounG ReSeARCHeRS

In 2011, the third Bull-Fourier Prize was awarded to
Julien Bohbot, Project Manager and Research Engi-
neer at the Direction des Techniques d'Applications
Energétiques (Energy Application Technical Depart-
ment) at IFP Énergies Nouvelles. His work has en-
abled the parallelisation of the IFP-C3D application
[i.e.: dividing it into several independent tasks being
run simultaneously to increase the computational
speed] used for simulating vehicle engine combus-
tion. The advances obtained here make it possible to
foresee significant advances in improving the codes
aimed at reducing the emission of pollutants. 

teR@teC foRum: An HpC mIleStone

GENCI is a partner in this annual get-together, which,
in 2011, drew in around a thousand experts in HPC
and numerical simulation. GENCI presented on this
occasion the HPC-SME initiative (see page 30) and
the Equip@meso project (see page 32).

LA REChERChE: populARISInG HpC

GENCI played an active role in the latest issue of the
HPC supplement published every two years by the La
Recherche magazine, which offers an overview of de-
velopments in HPC in France and around the world.
In 2011, and for the first time, GENCI was also a part-
ner in the La Recherche Prize.
The objective: To contribute to the popularisation of
research work, fundamental or applied, that makes
use of numerical simulation and HPC, and put the
focus on the teams, interdisciplinary and often inter-
national, that carried it out.

Created in 2009 with the support of GENCI, the objective behind the

Bull-Fourier Prize is to encourage the use of numerical simulation in

France in both the scientific field and in its industrial applications. It is

awarded to a person for work carried out in a French laboratory, whe-

ther public or private. The prize is named in honour of Joseph Fourier

whose work made a major contribution to the mathematical modelling

of physical phenomena.

From the left: In the presence of Cédric Villani, mathematician and

2010 Fields medallist, who sponsored the  2011 issue, and of Catherine

Le Louarn, COO of GENCI, Julien Bohbot was presented with the Bull-

Fourier Prize by Matthew Foxton, Vice-President Strategy and Marke-

ting at Bull. © Bull

Created eight years ago by the La Recherche magazine, the aim

of this prize is to place the focus on outstanding work being

conducted in the various scientific disciplines.

Catherine Rivière, CEO of GENCI, hands the La Recherche - Mathematics Cate-

gory - Prize to Thierry Colin, of the Bordeaux University, for the numeric mo-

delling of the growth of metastases. . © La Recherche
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visibility and recognition, the winning ticket for the bull fourier prize
Dimitri Komatitsch, Director of Research at CNRS (Mechanics and Acoustics La-
boratory), CNRS/Aix-Marseille University, specialist in geophysics, is a two-times
winner of the Bull Fourier Prize, in 2009 and 2010.

what made you want to enter for this prize?

I heard of the prize through the HPC community, on
the Internet and during various conferences. I knew
that the prize was very selective and received excel-

lent support from GENCI and Bull,
two major players in the sector. So I
applied, feeling it would be a good
way of getting more attention on my
work (even if I did not win).
In 2009, when I won third prize
(300,000 CPU hours, provided by

GENCI), I realised that, unlike me, the winner of the
first prize was using GPU video cards. I realised that I
needed to include that aspect into my codes during
2009 in order to improve the level of visibility, and
that is what I did.

what benefits did winning this prize bring you?

The benefits were huge! Increased visibility for my
work, the possibility of disseminating it and getting
it seen within a much wider community than my own
(that is beyond the geophysics world), the possibility
of running on the biggest machines and of saving
time... 
I also made a large number of contacts within the
HPC and GPU communities, in particular very good
direct contacts with GENCI and with the Academy of
Sciences through Olivier Pironneau, Chair of the Co-
mité Stratégique du Calcul Intensif (HPC Strategic
Committee), who found out about my work during
the 2009 Prize ceremony during the Ter@tec forum.

Have you achieved your objectives?

Yes, and even better than I had hoped! First, I recei-
ved a lot of positive feedback and encouragement;
secondly, I was able to access the biggest computers

and take part in the computing Grands Challenges.
Lastly, I have made a number of contacts in the press,
which means I can get better coverage of my work
and that of the research laboratory.

what have you learned?

I believe it is worthwhile investing the time in wor-
king with groups such as GENCI and Bull because it is
a potentially win-win situation in terms of visibility,
access to computers, etc. 
Another motivation: meeting other researchers and
engineers, with whom one shares the same goals or,
at least, the same enthusiasm for HPC. 
A community, which did not exist five or ten years
ago, is now being created in this field in France and
Europe. The current challenges are too big to take on
alone in one’s corner, so joining together, as is hap-
pening now, is an extremely positive development.

In conclusion, three words to define the value of

this prize

I would say increased visibility and recognition, ac-
cess beyond one’s own scientific community, and ac-
cess to the national support available from GENCI
and Bull for current and future work.

Good vibrations

Modelling the Sichuan

earthquake in China,

on 12 May 2008:

progress of the

propagation of the

seismic waves

around the world

landmass.

© DK

DR
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Support

Access to the national compu-
ting resources is based on a

project access call mechanism. Eli-
gible bodies, mainly public sector
research establishments, submit
applications for computing time
together with a statement of the
expected scientific results. These
applications are assessed by the
Subject Panels (Comités Théma-
tiques) at GENCI, which classify
the submitted projects.

454 mIllIon HouRS In 2011

During the two project call ses-
sions of the 2011 campaign, held
in January and July, 454 million
hours of computing time was allo-
cated to 615 projects. 

The number of hours made availa-
ble to the French scientific com-
munity was significantly higher in
2011 (+12%). 

The proportion of hours allocated
in the 2011 campaign increased
from 75% to 80% of the available
time because of the good level of
availability of the national compu-
ting resources and their capacity
to handle large workloads. 
It also felt the benefits of the ope-
ning of the so-called “large node”
tranche of CURIE (see page 34) in
June for a number of pilot pro-
jects.

Of the 615 projects selected, 143
were new projects (23% compared
with 30% in 2010). 

In addition to the vitality of the
French scientific
community, this
rate of renewal

highlights the fact that the compu-
ting resources are now used over

time by the research teams and
are thus now seen as working
tools in their own right.

In overall terms, the number of
projects submitted (621) remained
stable relative to the previous year
but the average number of hours
applied for per project was much
greater in 2011. The number of
hours applied for on the main
computers was almost twice as
much as the number of hours on
offer.

Compared with 2010, the distribu-
tion of files per subject committee
was also unchanged in 2011. All
scientific communities used the
national computing resources and
their use covered all disciplines, as
can be seen on the graph oppo-
site.

national resources management

maximising resources

With the average annual load for all the computers at over 80%, the resources made available by GENCI
were used to their maximum in 2011: a clear demonstration of the level of scientific demand.

With responsibility for defining the strategic lines and making the prio-
rity investment in the field of HPC for research, GENCI provides the na-
tional management for the computational resources at three centres:
TGCC/CCRT belonging to CEA, CINES for the French Universities and
IDRIS owned by CNRS (see pages 18, 19 and 20).

Applications assessed by Subject panels

1 - ENVIRONMENT / 2 - FLUID MECHANICS, REACTIVE FLUIDS AND COMPLEx FLUIDS /

3 - BIOMEDICAL SIMULATION AND HEALTH CARE APPLICATIONS / 4 - ASTROPHYSICS AND

GEOPHYSICS / 5 - THEORETICAL PHYSICS AND PLASMA PHYSICS / 6 -COMPUTER SCIENCE,

ALGORITHMS AND MATHEMATICS / 7 - ORGANISED MOLECULAR SYSTEMS AND BIOLOGY /

8 - QUANTUM CHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR MODELLING / 9 - PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY AND

MATERIAL PROPERTIES / 10 - MULTI-DISCIPLINARY APPLICATIONS AND NEW HPC APPLICA-

TIONS
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With the rapid growth in the ave-
rage number of hours applied for,
the gap between the hours alloca-
ted and those applied for is getting
wider. Demand was well ahead of
the supply.

This pressure (1.7 on average)
meant that GENCI allocated al-
most all available resources (eve-
rything on Vargas and Titane) as of
the first session.

At full Speed

Throughout 2011, with an average
workload for all the computers
running at over 80%, the re-
sources made available by GENCI
were being used at maximum ca-
pacity. In 2012, with CURIE now
fully available, and the schedule
renewal of the IDRIS computers,
GENCI will have completed its
consolidation of the national re-
sources.

The resources at the three natio-
nal centres are being used for pro-
jects from all French regions and
relating to all areas of research.
These projects are, for the majo-

rity, being carried out by mixed
teams.
For all the centres, the selected
projects were allocated computing
hours mainly located in seven re-
gions: Ile-de-France (36%), Rhône-
Alpes (20%), Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur (10%), Midi-Pyrénées (8%),
Haute-Normandie (5%), Aquitaine
and Poitou-Charentes (3% each). 

A situation that is more or less the
same as it was in 2010.

ContRolled oveRbookInG

The rate of consumption of the al-
located hours is sometimes grea-
ter than the theoretical hours
available on the supercomputers
(see graph opposite), proof of just
how available these were thanks
to the efficiency of the teams at
the computing centres.

This controlled overbooking made
it possible to maximise the use of
the hardware, even when they
were at the limit of their maxi-
mum load (80%). 

dYnAmIC eCoSYStem

GENCI resources are part of the
national HPC ecosystem: in 2011,
13% of projects received industrial
support and 42% support from
ANR (National Research Agency).

< 100 000 heures

100 000 à 1 million d’heures

5 à 10 millions d’heures

> 10 millions d’heures

Répartition des heures de calcul accordées par 

région d’appartenance des porteurs de projets 

en 2011

© MGM (GS)

Rate of consumption by resources (in mh)
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The number of projects supported
by ANR (261) increased signifi-
cantly in 2011; in 2010 they ac-
counted for almost a third of files
(29%).

In terms of the 82 projects recei-
ving industrial support (for ins-
tance, part financing of the project
or bursaries for Doctorate re-
search involved in the project), for
the most part these came under
two Subject Panels: “Fluid Mecha-
nics, Reactive Fluids and Complex
Fluids” (CT2, 50%) and “Quantum
Chemistry and Molecular Model-
ling” (CT8, 15%). 

These involved large companies
such as SAFRAN, Total, EDF,
AREVA, Renault, PSA, Bull, Thales,
Arcelor-Mittal, Air Liquide and
Dassault Aviation; as well as smal-
ler operations such as CAPS Entre-
prise, Fluorem and even Numtech.

Major groups, and innovative
SMEs, are increasingly seeing the
benefits of numerical simulation.

bAlAnCe of pRojeCtS

In 2011, out of all the allocations

made, the number of scientific
projects (13%) that were allocated
more than one million computing
hours was almost double, going
from 44 in 2010 to 80 in 2011! 
These projects were mostly alloca-
ted computing time on JADE 

(CINES, 38 projects), BABEL (IDRIS,
23 projects) and TITANE (CCRT, 11
projects). 

Whilst these projects, heavy users
of computing time, come from all
the Subject Panels, two Subject
Panels are nevertheless the lea-
ding sources: CT2 (Fluid Mecha-
nics, Reactive Fluids and Complex
Fluids) and CT5 (Theoretical Phy-
sics and Plasma Physics). 

These two Subject Panels cover
disciplines that are traditionally
heavy users of time, such as com-
bustion for the former and QCD
(Quantum ChromoDynamics or
the study of interactions between
the primary constituents of the
core of the atom), for the latter.

There were also 53 scientific pro-
jects (9%) that received at least
5,000 computing hours in 2011.
The number of these more than
doubled compared to the prece-

ding year (22 projects, fewer than
4% of selected projects in 2010).
In 2011, the facilities coordinated
by GENCI dealt with new applica-
tions that will, in a second phase,
require even more computing
time.

Finally, as in previous years, the
vast majority of the scientific pro-
jects (482, that is 78% of selected
projects) were given an allocation
ranging from 100,000 to one mil-
lion hours.

fRom tIeR1 to tIeR0

In 2011 as in 2010, the majority
(56%) of the national computing
resources were allocated to pro-
jects that used parallelised simula-
tion software running on fewer
than 256 cores.

The proportion of work executed
using more than 1024 processor
cores was around 7%. These scien-
tific projects are scheduled, in the
near future, to move on to a new
level and make use of the Tier0
computing facilities offered by
PRACE (see page 24). 

The range 256-1024 cores (25%)
represents a significant source of
software that, in the medium
term, will also be able to migrate
to the facilities available through
PRACE.

Only 6% of projects use sequential
codes and these are generally pro-
jects requiring only very limited re-
sources.

The understanding of the users of
the national computing facilities,
and of their requirements and
how best to anticipate these, is im-
proving every year.

projects supported by AnR
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national resources are crucial for the long haul

Vincent Moureau, researcher at CORIA (Combustion Research Laboratory),
a joint CNRS/Rouen University/INSA Rouen unit, is a regular user of the
resources made available by GENCI.

You have received computing time on the national

resources through GenCI. what were you looking

for in terms of outcomes?

The computing time on the national facilities has hel-
ped us in modelling turbulent
combustion, from the primary
atomisation to predicting the pol-
lutants. 
This computing time is used for
the performance of high resolu-
tion simulations of extremely tur-
bulent flows aimed at improving
our understanding of the physical

phenomena and proposing new predictive models. 
An increasingly important part of our work is now in
optimising our simulation tools in order to be able to
make full use of massively parallel platforms.

Has this access to these computing resources lived

up to your expectations and identified issues?

These national resources are now absolutely essen-
tial for our work and they provided the solution for
our issues! 

Of course we are always impatiently awaiting the
launch of new even more powerful computers that
can further increase the resolution of our simulations
and extend the spectrum of observable physical phe-
nomena.

You have also been allocated five million computing

hours on the european facilities of pRACe (CuRIe).

what were you hoping to achieve?

We hoped that this step-up in scale will be a break-
point in terms of the resolution of the physical phe-
nomena involved in partially premixed turbulent
combustion. 
We were looking to understand the interactions bet-
ween turbulence, mixing and the reactions at the

scale of the flame front in a semi-industrial aeronau-
tic burner.

what are you hoping to have achieved by the end

of your pRACe allocation?

Through this allocation we made significant impro-
vements in the performances of our computing tool
and we managed to simulate a partially premixed
burner with 12 billion cells, a meshing around 1,000
times greater than is the standard in industry. 
This resolution gave us extremely interesting data on
the orientation of the gradients in the flame front, an
important parameter for the turbulent combustion
model.

what has your “experience” with the national and

european facilities taught you?

In order make the most of one’s first use of the na-
tional and European facilities, it would seem vital that
one adopts a gradual approach first of making use of
the expertise offered by mid-size computing centres,
then those of the national centres and finally the Eu-
ropean centres. When one is looking to multiply the
number of cores used by an application by ten, one
generally needs to check or redefine the communi-
cation strategies between cores, inputs-outputs, data
pre- and post-processing... 

This means there is a lot of work required in collabo-
ration with the computing centres and GENCI, who
have the necessary skills.

Best resolutions
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Accompagner
Computing centres: the year for tGCC

Created in 2010, CEA’s TGCC (Très Grand Centre de Cal-

cul, Very Large Supercomputing Centre)  hosts GENCI’s

CURIE supercomputer, the installation of which was com-

pleted at the end of 2011. This supplements the existing

resources of GENCI at the CCRT (Centre de Calcul Re-

cherche et Technologie, Research and Technology Com-

puting Centre).

Over the past year, the TGCC teams gradually brought the

various configurations of CURIE into production (see page

34). At the same time, the implementation of the global

computing environment of the TGCC, defined by the CEA,

was finalised: data storage and management systems,

“DEISA” network services, security monitoring and gene-

ral services infrastructure, essential to ensure the most

efficient and complete use of a very high performance

computing centre. The “data-oriented” architecture of

this environment means that its users can make full use

of the power of the supercomputers. In particular, the de-

velopments in terms of migration, which is automatic and

transparent for the user, of the data from the shared Lus-

tre file system to the HSM have been implemented at the

TGCC, together with the associated utilities.

As for the CCRT, as the operator of the GENCI Tier1 re-

sources, A vARIetY of ComputInG ARCHIteCtuReS (parallel, vec-

torial and hybrid) have been made available for users in

France: 

• The BULL hybrid computer, tItAne, with 1068 generalist

processing nodes based on Intel xeon/Nehalem (100

Tflop/s) processors, with 96 equipped with GPU Nvidia ac-

celerators (192 Tflop/s)

• The neC-SX9 vectorial platform (4.8 Tflop/s), specifically

dedicated to the climate research community to enable

France to meet its commitment with the GIEC project. 

As of mid-2011, the increasing amount of data produced

associated with the GIEC project and the objective of por-

ting the climatology simulations from vectorial platforms

to scalar machines, and CURIE in particular, meant it was

necessary to migrate the data to the TGCC environment.

A post-processing cluster, installed next to the data, com-

pletes the services offered to the users for processing the

results produced by the simulation.

A joint team now operates the TGCC and CCRT, with some

fifteen people providing a hotline, assistance and support

service for the users under the guidance of an operations

manager and a CEA application support manager. The sys-

tem administration for all the facilities is now provided by

teams from the CEA. 

There are around fifty CEA HPC experts, shared across the

computing complex, working to define the evolution of

the computing centres, participating in the R&D for some

sub-assemblies and working on energy use optimisation.

The heat generated by the TGCC supercomputers is now

used for heating the building.

In addition, the CCRT, as a computing centre open to in-

dustrial partnerships, encourages exchanges and coope-

ration between the world of academic research and that

of industrial research in the field of high performance nu-

merical simulation. 

In the context of this industrial partnership, a new 200

Tflop/s supercomputer will be installed in 2012.

tRAInInG is also regularly offered to help the users make

full use of the architectures available within the compu-

ting centres. In 2011, there was a session on parallel pro-

gramming (MPI, OpenMP…), and two others on the Cuda

and HMPP development environment. The PRACE Au-

tumn School was also held at the TGCC in 2011 (see page

27).

In terms of scientific events, the 8tH CCRt SCIentIfIC dAY

event brought together over 120 participants, on 20 Octo-

ber 2011 at the TGCC, on the subject of “Simulation and

data flows”. The day was an opportunity for exchanges on

the needs of the communities of users such as those from

climatology, genome analysis, astrophysics and nuclear

engineering.

CEA Very Large Supercomputing Centre, in Bruyères-

le-Châtel  © CEA
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In the course of 2011, CINES (Centre Informatique Na-

tional de l’Enseignement Supérieur, National Higher

Education IT Centre) further intensified its operations with

regard to its statutory roles: advanced numerical compu-

ting and the secure archiving of electronic data.

In terms of ComputInG, whilst in 2011 there were no major

investments in increasing the power of the supercompu-

ters, it was a year for advances in the Centre’ facilities:

• Following the construction in 2009-2010 of a new

“energy hub”, the construction of a new 600 m2 machine

room was approved to house upcoming generations of su-

percomputers. 

This work will also involve the installation of electrical and

air conditioning equipment that will help reduce the en-

vironmental footprint through the use of “free cooling”

technologies and the cooling of processors using warm

water. 

• Collaboration with IBM on “green computing” and the

parallel file systems made it possible to replace the Power

5 nodes with Power 7 nodes, available to users at the be-

ginning of 2012. The configuration of the “Yoda” cluster

now consists of 8 nodes each of 32 Power 7 processors,

individually offering 128 Gb of memory and interconnec-

ted by Infiniband. 

• Following collaborative work with Bull and Serviware, a

pre-post processing environment was installed and that

notably included remote visualisation functionalities. The

“Cristal” platform, which supports this environment, is

based on Bullx nodes equipped with Nehalem processors,

each with 256 Gb of memory and 4 GPUs (Quadro

Fx5800, with 4 Gb of memory). Paraview, Ensight and Visit

software are installed on the platform.

• Since 2011, there has been a dedicated 10 Gigabits/s Re-

nater link between CINES and the other two national fa-

cilities as well as with the supercomputer networks of

other countries in the Union (formerly the DEISA net-

work). CINES, as a partner of GENCI, continues to invest

in various phases of PRACE projects. Its teams are actively

involved, alongside the researchers, in the shift of the stra-

tegic codes towards Tier0 (NEMO in climatology and

NSMB in fluid mechanics). 

CINES is also involved in the DECI project access calls, the

opening of Tier1 to European projects, during which over

5 million hours were distributed on Jade. An “Exascale IO”

prototype, with the hardware installed at the CEA and

CINES, allowed an analysis of the promising technology

for high performance I/O, required for future multi-peta-

flop and exaflop configurations.

Finally, alongside the PRACE projects, CINES has develo-

ped and is hosting, for PRACE AISBL, the online peer re-

view tool (see page 24).

As for the mASS dAtA, and specifically its medium and long-

term storage:

• CINES obtained the approval of the SIAF (French Inter-

Ministerial Archive Service) (Service Interministériel des

Archives de France) for its archiving platform (interme-

diate archives). This will provide the scientific communi-

ties with an effective solution for their problems of storing

strategic data (documentary or from observations or com-

puting). CINES is a partner of Equipex GEOSUD (“GEO In-

formation for SUstainable Development”), headed by the

Cemagref, for the storage of high definition satellite

images.  

• CINES is the French node for Eudat, “European Data for

e-science”, the 3-year European project launched on 1st

October 2011 and including 23 partners with the aim of

creating an inter-disciplinary collaborative data infrastruc-

ture (CDI) in Europe for the sharing, duplication and long-

term retention of mass data. As the French node for

Eudat, CINES is providing storage, remote replication and

long-term storage capacities for mass data for any com-

munity that wants it.

• CINES co-piloted the working group on long-term archi-

ving as part of the BSN (Numeric Science Library) (Biblio-

thèque Scientifique Numérique) infrastructure project set

up by the Ministry of Higher Education and Research, one

of the objectives of which could be the qualification and

support for archiving projects.

The JADE supercomputer provided 150 mil-

lion hours in 2011 © CINES

Computing centres: vitality at CIneS 
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Support
Computing centres: continuity at IdRIS 

IDRIS (Institut du Développement et des Ressources en

Informatique Scientifique, Scientific Computing Deve-

lopment and Resources Institute), located in Orsay, is the

main centre for the CNRS for high performance proces-

sing. It enables almost a thousand users, working on over

three hundred projects covering almost every scientific

discipline, to access its facilities that, in 2011, consisted of

three supercomputers (see box).

In 2011, its current machine stock remained in operation

whilst it awaited the replacement due to take place as of

the second half of 2012. 

Also in 2011 the diversification of the use of BABEL by the

various scientific communities continued, a significant

stage in the preparation of applications for future techno-

logical developments. 

Although there were no equipment updates in 2011 for

its computing facilities, IDRIS nevertheless consolidated,

as it has done at regular intervals, the pRoCeSSInG And Sto-

RAGe CApACItIeS of ItS ARCHIvInG fACIlItIeS in order to keep pace

with the constant increase in the storage needs of its

users.

The operational team at IDRIS at the end of 2011 consis-

ted of 34 people, divided into teams with responsibility

for the hardware and software of its supercomputers and

all the associated service machines, and a user support

team delivering, in addition to its permanent help desk,

expert application support for the projects, an ambitious

training programme, an on-going documentation role and

a technology watch on all application aspects of HPC.

IDRIS has, ever since it was set up, always delivered an eX-

tenSIve tRAInInG pRoGRAmme for its users and beyond this,

as its sessions are open not only to the whole of the aca-

demic world, whether users or not of its computing re-

sources, but also to members of the industrial world.

During 2011, there were some twenty courses, of bet-

ween one and four days each, that were organised by the

IDRIS either at its Orsay base or at other locations in the

Paris area or in the provinces, covering a total in excess of

three hundred participants. 

Most of these courses were dedicated to scientific pro-

gramming languages and the key paradigms of parallel

programming (MPI, OpenMP and hybrid MPI/OpenMP

programming, which is set to become a key in the efficient

use of next generation machines that will have many more

cores per processing node).

The extent of the involvement of the IDRIS, as of the early

years of the century, in euRopeAn pRojeCtS In tHe fIeld of HIGH

peRfoRmAnCe ComputInG continued in 2011, with the DEISA2

project, which ended mid-2011 after seven very busy

years. 

It has been involved in the deployment at the European

level of shared services on the supercomputers of the

partners in the project and in the application support for

projects to which resources have been allocated in the

context of the specific European project access calls for

this infrastructure. 

At the same time, the IDRIS also continued its involvement

through the year in projects aimed at supporting the de-

ploymentof the PRACE European HPC infrastructure (see

page 24).

Resources at IdRIS in 2011

• vARGAS, an Ibm Smp type machine with large nodes of 112 times

32 power 6 processors, with a total configuration of 3,584 processors

and approximately 17.5 Tb of total memory, delivering a peak total

power of 68 Tflop/s;

• bAbel, an Ibm blueGene/p type massively parallel machine with

10,240 quad-core processors, a total of 40,960 cores, with approxima-

tely 20 Tb of total memory, with a peak power of 139 Tflop/s;

• bRodIe, an neC SX-8 vectorial machine with 10 nodes of 8 vectorial

processors, a total of 80 processors delivering a total peak power of 1.3

Tflop/s. Installed in 2006, BRODIE was shut down at the end of 2011.

The BABEL supercomputer. 

© CNRS
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Talking about petaflop/s?
A day seminar for HpC users 

The aim of the “Petaflop/s: A users’ guide” seminar, organised by GENCI in Paris on
May 2011, was to provide an update on the initial experiments in petaflop computing
and the scientific contribution and to answer questions about PRACE and CURIE.

there were almost a hundred french scientists,

large-scale users of HpC and young researchers

who answered the invitation from GenCI and atten-

ded the “petaflop/s: A users’ guide” seminar.  

The day, on 19 May 2011 at the Maison de la Chimie
in Paris, was an opportunity to discuss the hoped for
benefits and advances from petaflop era computing
(in terms of ground breaking simulations or for the
resolution of identified problems, for instance), as
well as on more practical matters: remote access,
code optimisation, moving forward in the use of ex-
treme parallelism. 

Another objective: To provide an update on the re-
sources within the PRACE European infrastructure
(see page 24) and introduce CURIE, France’s petaflop
supercomputer, open as of 01 January 2011 for
French and European scientists (see page 34). 

A well-pACed dAY

The day included a series of presentations illustrating
the scientific benefits to be hoped for from petaflop
supercomputers. 
There were demonstrations from various scientific

fields: astrophysics, climatology, fluid mechanics,
high energy, laser plasmas, life sciences and molecu-
lar dynamic.

A roundtable also in place with five winners of the
Bull-Fourier prize (see page 12) and presentations of
posters helped promote exchanges between the par-
ticipants on what access to petaflop resources im-
plies in terms, for example, of the scale shift, new
methods, new applications, etc.

Finally, the presentation, by GENCI, of PRACE and of
CURIE, helped encourage researchers to submit pro-
jects in response to calls issued by PRACE.

A SuCCeSSful SHARInG of eXpeRIenCeS

There were plenty of useful discussions during the
day, whether about access to the petaflop facilities
or more technical matters such as the porting of
codes, for instance. 

This successful sharing of experiences also highligh-
ted the need for providing on-going support for re-
search teams and thus of repeating the event as an
annual occurrence. 

GENCI will organise another day of discussions at the
end of 2012 for an update on the state of the art and
to encourage exchanges between scientific commu-
nities.

The day was also an opportunity for the scientists at-
tending to talk about what they need. In addition to
more regular information concerning PRACE, eve-
ryone said they wanted to see an in-depth analysis
of the development of tools enabling remote visua-
lisation, pre and post-processing, as well as on the
systems for storing and managing data. The objec-
tive: To find a way of dealing with the increased flow
of data generated by simulation.

© Mbzt - Creative Commons
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Support
Scientific cooperation

for advanced technologies

CApS entRepRISe

Launched in 2009 and renewed in 2010, the cooperation

with CAPS Entreprise continued for its final year, in 2011.

As in the two previous years, this was essentially focused

on porting and optimising scientific applications for hybrid

machines. 

The applications were

selected from an an-

nual call for projects,

managed jointly by

GENCI and CAPS. Laun-

ched in 2010 and clo-

sed on 18 March 2011,

the third project access

call enabled the selec-

tion of five applications

covering a wide range

of fields: Astrophysics,

Quantum Chemistry,

Environment (propaga-

tion of forest fires), Fluid Dynamics and Life Sciences.

For seven months, the teams of CAPS worked, in close liai-

son with the relevant scientists, to adapt their applications

to demonstrate the gains that could be achieved by run-

ning on the hybrid machine. The result: the performances

of three of the five applications were very significantly en-

hanced, by a factor of 16 for one of them! For the other

two applications, the use of the graphic accelerator did

not enable such large improvements.

These results were presented in December 2011 and the

modified source codes for the applications were delivered

to the scientific teams.

eCR (eXASCAle ComputInG ReSeARCH) lAb

Bringing together the CEA, GENCI, Intel and the UVSQ

(University of Versailles Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines), ECR

Lab, the European exascale research laboratory, with the

aim of contributing to the preparation of the hardware

and software architectures required for the introduction

of exascale around 2020 (see opposite). The main tech-

nological challenges have already been identified: Boos-

ting the computer performances by a factor of 1,000

without increasing the energy footprint of future super-

computers: This represents a real technological departure.

ECR Lab is involved in two research initiatives. Firstly, in

partnership with the

designers, academics

and industrial, it is

working on existing

applications to adapt

and optimise these

for the anticipated

constraints associated

with exascale (this is co-design). Its work is specifically fo-

cussed on the use of programming models adapted for

the architectures, the management of the data flows and

the scalability of the performances of the applications.

Current joint work relates to Geophysics and Life Sciences

with partners from both the worlds of researchand indus-

try.

In the other initiative, the ECR Lab is also developing soft-

ware tools for characterising and optimising the perfor-

mances of scientific applications for future exascale

systems. These tools will make it possible for developers

to improve the parallelism, scalability, processing perfor-

mances and the level of electricity consumption of their

applications. They will also help hardware designers and

compilation experts to optimise their products. 

Most of the tools developed by ECR

Lab will be published in 2012 as

Open source.

In 2011, as well as in 2010, GENCI was actively involved in two major joint R&D initiatives. The objective: To
provide the best possible simulation tools for French scientists.

Graphics in application

In electronics, hybridisation involves the as-

sembling of two different chips or compo-

nents with the aim of producing a combined

function or denser assembly.

In terms of HPC, we refer to hybrid ma-

chines when this combines conventional

processor cores (CPU or Central Processing

Unit) and graphic processing cores (GPU or

Graphics Processing Unit). 

The benefit for compatible applications is

that the graphic processing cores can subs-

tantially increase the execution speed.

The involvement of GenCI with ECR

Lab reflects a dual concern: To get

ready for the technological break-

through and to prepare the French

scientific community for the arrival of

exaflop/s.

� www.exascale-computing.eu
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First successes at eCR lab
the work of the lab in 2011 enabled major advances to be made.

A quick look at the results obtained by ECR Lab, launched at the end of 2009 by CEA,
GENCI, Intel and UVSQ (Versailles Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines University), and that
contributes towards the preparation of the hardware and software architectures re-
quired for the introduction of exascale around 2020. 

the work of eCR (exascale Computing Research)

lab in 2011 made it possible to achieve major

advances in two research fields in which it was in-

volved: the co-design of scientific applications and

the development of software tools. 

ECR Lab currently has a team of over thirty interna-
tional researchers with an extensive skill range, sup-
ported by the experts of the co-founder organisations
(CEA, Intel, and UVSQ).  

Increasingly complex simulations

ECR Lab worked with the Quantum Physics and Che-
mistry Laboratory (CNRS/Toulouse University)
and UVSQ to optimise QMC=Chem, a Monte
Carlo simulation code for ap-
plications in the chemis-
try field. Designed by
Michel Caffarel and
Anthony Scemama,
this code makes it
possible, for exam-
ple, to cast light on the
complex molecular processes at
work in Alzheimer’s disease. 

By making use of two of the tools developed
by ECR Lab (MAQAO and DECAN), the performance
of the code was increased by a factor of 4 and can
now make use of over 32% of the peak power of a
processor such as that used within CURIE. At the end
of 2011, the Grand Challenge carried out on the
CURIE supercomputer (see pages 2 and 3) demons-
trated that the code worked with up to 76,000 pro-
cessor cores, the equivalent of the sustained power
of almost one petaflop/s. 

This result is an essential first step
in the use of petaflop simulations
as a tool for exploring the micro-
scopic world, with an unrivalled
level of precision.

efficiency and scalability

ECR Lab is also working to make significant improve-
ments in the way in which parallel applications are
programmed and run efficiently on existing and fu-
ture systems. 
Reducing memory requirements, boosting the per-
formances of the application and its scalability on a
very large number of cores, these are the areas being
explored with the use of MPC, a middleware for pa-
rallel execution, initially developed by the CEA. 

The scalability of MPC has been proven on the CEA
Tera100 supercomputer with a test of the EulerMHD
application on more than 75,000 cores, representing
a major step towards future improvements in its effi-

ciency over the hundreds of thousands of cores
that will form the future exascale systems. MPC was

ported to Intel’s new “Many Integrated Core”
architecture.

more detailed exploration

In the energy sector (oil and gas), ECR Lab is
working with industrial partners to adapt un-
derground exploration applications and to

develop new methods in anticipation of the ex-
pectations of the sector in 2020. Significant re-

sults are expected.

Improved simulation times

Lastly, ECR Lab is working with the Life Sciences de-
partment of the CEA (CEA/DSV) on POLARIS, a mole-
cular simulation code developed by Michel Masella.
The code is of considerable interest for pharmaceu-
tical firms in identifying more quickly and targeting
more accurately the molecules that could be subject
to in vitro production and tests. 

Very significant improvements in simulation times
have thus been achieved, opening the way for a fas-
ter screening of molecules and thus the faster pro-
duction of new drugs.
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disseminate
pRACe Infrastructure

towards a High performance Computing europe

fifteen petaflop/s in total...That
is what PRACE, the European

HPC infrastructure, will be making
available for European academic
and industrial researchers by the
end of 2012. 
This computing power is widely
equivalent to today’s most power-
ful supercomputer, Japan’s K ma-
chine that reached ten petaflop/s
according to the latest Top 500
classification in November 2011.

PRACE owes its success to the
commitments made and fulfilled
by four of its member countries
(Germany, Spain, France and Italy)

to make very high performance
supercomputers available for Eu-
ropean scientists, with the aim of
fostering major scientific advances
and supporting its international
scientific competition.
PRACE is currently six supercom-
puters, with complementary archi-
tectures, a peak global power of
15 petaflop/s, and located in Ger-

many, Spain, France and Italy, ac-
cessible regardless of where they
are located. 

The commitment made by France,
represented by GENCI in PRACE,
has taken the form of the acquisi-
tion and installation of the CURIE
supercomputer during 2011 (see
page 34), a total investment of 100
million euros over five years.

In the course of 2011, and in appli-
cation of its roadmap, PRACE held
two project Access Calls, in May
and in November. Following the
Project Access Call organised in

May 2011, the out-
come of which was
announced the follo-
wing October, 721
million hours were al-
located to the 24 pro-
jects selected on the
grounds of their outs-
tanding scientific qua-
lity. 

On the basis of the
initial results of the subsequent
call, in November 2011, with the
results being announced in April
2012, the number of projects se-
lected almost doubled (43), a real
sign of the vitality of the European
infrastructure. In addition, three
French projects were ranked in the
“Top Ten”of the selected projects.
In global terms, since its Early Call

in May 2010, PRACE has allocated
almost 3000 million hours to
around a hundred projects, with a
respectable number of French
projects (see page 27).

As in 2010, PRACE also organised,
throughout 2011, a so-called Pre-
paratory Access Call that allows
scientists, on the basis of a quar-
terly selection and involving only
several hundred thousands of
hours, to test or increase the sca-
lability of their codes. 

Being selected in a Preparatory Ac-
cess Call is in many cases critical
before moving up to petaflop/s. 
Projects selected for these are
subject to a technical evaluation
and can receive application sup-
port. Here again, French projects
performed very well (see page 27).

In 2011, PRACE continued its ope-

rational expansion, supported
from the beginning by projects fi-
nanced by the European Commis-
sion. The aim of these projects,

With the increasing power available through the PRACE European hPC infrastructure, in which GENCI repre-
sents France, Europe is moving up the rankings against the world’s other leading computing powers.

pRACe (partnership for Advanced Computing in europe)

was officially created in the spring of 2010 in the form of an

international not-for-profit association under Belgian law.

On 01 March 2012, PRACE had 24 member countries: Aus-

tria, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland,

France (represented by GenCI), Germany, Great Britain,

Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Netherlands, Norway,

Poland, Portugal, Serbia, Slovenia, Spain,Sweden, Switzer-

land and Turkey.

Dr. Maria Ramalho, PRACE Managing Director

© BSC
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which have followed on over time
since 2008 (see box), is to consoli-
date the deployment of PRACE
and all of its components.
Symbolising a degree of maturity
in the structure, PRACE appointed
a Managing Director in September
2011 and its team is now taking
shape.

PRACE in 2011 was also extremely
active in the provision of training.
In addition to the four seasonal
schools held throughout the year,
including one in France in autumn
2011 (see page 27), PRACE also si-
gnificantly strengthened its provi-
sion with the labelling of six HPC
training centres (PATC, PRACE Ad-
vanced Training Centres). 

One of these six centres is the pro-
ject supported by GENCI and car-
ried out by the Maison de la
Simulation (Simulation Institute)
involving the three national com-
puting centres (TGCC/CCRT, CINES,
and IDRIS) and Inria.

The objective: To train, in a coordi-
nated way, users in the techniques
involved in petaflop scale HPC to
enable them to derive maximum
benefit from the supercomputers
available within PRACE. 
The first training courses as part of
PATC were held in April 2012.

Another noteworthy event
last year was the creation of
a forum for the users of the
PRACE resources. Separate
from the PRACE governance
structure, the aim of this
user forum is to promote
dialogue between the users
and PRACE. 

During the DEISA-PRACE
Symposium in Helsinki on 13
April 2011, the inaugural
meeting was held to vali-
date the concept and, gene-
rally, the organisation as
well as the operation of the
User Forum. 

In Brussels on 01 December
2011, the programme com-
mittee of the User Forum,
responsible for its business,
was established.
Formed following a call for candi-
dates among the teams on the
projects selected following PRACE
access calls, this Programme Com-
mittee has fifteen members, re-
presenting the main scientific
disciplines. There are two French
scientists on the Committee: Jéré-
mie Bec, of the Côte d’Azur Obser-
vatory, and Gabriel Staffelbach, of
CERFACS.
The 2nd User Forum was held on
14 March 2012 in Dublin (Ireland),

on the fringes of a meeting dedi-
cated to the updating of the Scien-
tific Case.

Initially drawn up in 2007/2008,
the Scientific Case acts as the re-
ference document, outlining all
the HPC needs for the various
scientific and industrial fields, as
envisaged at the dawn of the pe-
taflop/s age.
Carried out at the beginning of
2012, the updating of the Scienti-

PRACE-1IP all-hands meeting and PRACE-2IP kick-off meeting in Bar-

celona in Spain, 14-16 September 2011 © PRACE

three successive projects

The pRACe-1Ip project (PRACE First Implementation Phase

Project) was officially launched on 01 July 2010 for two

years (2010-2012). This followed on from the PRACE-PP

(PRACE Preparatory Phase Project) project that helped,

between 2008 and 2010, in defining the contours for the

future PRACE association.

As of 01 September 2011 and for two years (2011-2013),

PRACE-1IP has been supplemented by the pRACe-2Ip pro-

ject (PRACE Second Implementation Phase Project). The

objectives of this are both to increase the operational sup-

port at PRACE, in particular for the application elements

and the prototyping (technological prospective), and to in-

tegrate, under the aegis of PRACE, the exchange activities

between the national Tier-1 centres following on from the

DEISA project. 

These two projects each received € 20 M in finance from

the European Commission, as part of the 7th PCRD “Infra-

structures” programme. 

PRACE-2IP will be followed by the pRACe-3Ip project

(PRACE Third Implementation Phase Project) which was

presented to the European Commission at the beginning

of 2012.



fic Case relates to multi-petaflop/s
and exaflop/s associated with EESI
(see page 29).

Another highlight of last year was
the 3rd PRACE Industrial Seminar
held on 28 and 29 March 2011 in
Stockholm (Sweden), following on
from Amsterdam (Netherlands) in
2008 and Toulouse (France) in
2009. 

More than 80 participants from 22
European countries, representing
almost forty companies, took part
during these two days. Major in-
dustrial groups such as Saab, Re-
nault, ABB and Airbus accepted
the invitation from PRACE, as well

as SMEs such as Rila, Vratis,
EURO/CFD and Vestas. Software
publishers (for example CD-
Adapco, ANSYS, ESI Group, Num-
tech), and advanced computer
sellers (AMD, Cray, IBM, Intel, Nu-
mascale, Southpole and Supermi-
cro) were also in attendance.

Based around a series of confe-
rences and panel discussions, the
Seminar is intended to bring toge-
ther academic and industrial users
of HPC by focussing on the re-
sources and expertise available
through PRACE relevant to busi-
ness needs. 
As an extension of these discus-
sions, the opening up of the

PRACE facilities to industry moved
forward with the selection of a
pilot project. 

With its project entitled noFUDGE,
and aimed at qualifying new nu-
meric tools for the designing of fu-
ture aircraft engines, Cenaero, the
Belgian applied research centre,
received two million computing
hours, on JUGENE in Jülich, Ger-
many, in the context of a Prepara-
tory Access allocation.

This pilot experience enabled
PRACE to define the contours of its
“industrial offer” to be put into ef-
fect during the 5thProject Access
Call launched in April 2012.

pRACe first steps...
Whilst French scientists have been successful within PRACE

(see page opposite), the competition for access to the

computing resources of the infrastructure remains fierce.

Of the projects submitted during the first four access calls, only

just over a quarter were selected by PRACE at the end of the rigorous selection pro-

cess (see explanation opposite).

Projects therefore need to be well prepared, at least three months ahead of the ope-

ning of the project access call by PRACE:

The exact amount of computing time required needs to be defined. The petaflop

computing facilities make it possible to consider very large-scale simulations occu-

pying a large time frame. It is not out of the question to ask for several tens of millions

of hours if that is what the project needs. 

Since scientific excellence is the critical selection criteria, it is essential to show that

the project is scientifically innovative and that the hoped for results will enable signi-

ficant advances in knowledge and understanding. Particular care must be taken in

writing this section.

However the technical elements of the project must not be underestimated:

Checks on the scale shift for the codes are critical and minimum scalability criteria

are set for each machine. Having been a recipient of Preparatory Access is an advan-

tage because this guarantees the code’s “good behaviour”. 

Finally, the form is also important. The quality of the presentation is subject to ca-

reful consideration by the selection panel.

More than ten French projects have been selected by PRACE in two years (see oppo-

site): Contacting those having submitted projects for their advice can be of use, as

well as taking a look at the list of projects selected by PRACE, published on its website.

Sending an email to the dedicated mail address at GENCI is also recommended:

prace-appels@genci.fr

� www.prace-ri.eu

project Access Call

Two sessions a year, files submitted through

https://prace-peer-review.cines.fr

Administrative analysis

Files checked by pRACe

technical evaluation

Analysis by tier0 centres

Scientific evaluation

three expert panels: Chemistry, Materials, Me-

dicines and Life Sciences; Astrophysics and Fun-

damental Physics; Earth Sciences, Environment,

Mathematics, Computing, Engineering and

Energy.

prioritisation

Arbitration by the Access Committee for the

prioritisations assigned by each panel of experts

Allocation of hours

Based on the proposals from the Access Com-

mittee by aisbl and the hosting countries.
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france in pRACe
very positive report

Through the involvement of GENCI and its partners (CEA, CINES, CNRS and Inria),
France holds a key position within PRACE. It achieved very good outcomes as part of
the PRACE project access calls and the organisation of advanced training on CURIE.

out of the four project access calls launched by

pRACe since 2010, france and Germany are the

leaders in terms of the number of projects selected,

reflecting the dynamism of their scientific commu-

nities.

Four project Access Calls were launched by PRACE
between May 2010 and May 2011. Taking all projects
where the project leader is a member of a French re-
search body, French projects account for 20% of se-
lected projects, with a rate of success of around 38%. 

In total, during the period, 171 files were submitted
and 60 projects were selected, of which respectively
31 and 12 were France-based.

France and Germany, with respectively 20% and 22%
of selected projects, are thus the leading beneficia-
ries of the PRACE computing allocations. Almost a
quarter of the selected projects (23%) came from
countries that did not have a petaflop supercompu-

ter and 13% from the United Kingdom alone.

Looking at the preparatory Access Calls, 46 projects
were selected including 21 from France, a success
rate of 46%, which puts it in first place.

PRACE has held four seasonal schools since 2008 for
researchers wishing to increase their understanding
of petaflop/s techniques. 

Jointly organised by GENCI and the CEA, the 2011

pRACe Autumn School took place from 25 to 27 Oc-
tober, at the CEA’s TGCC. Focusing on “Advanced Hy-
brid Programming”, this PRACE Autumn School
brought together some fifteen participants, with half
from other European countries (Finland, Germany,
Italy, Spain, Switzerland and Turkey). It was an oppor-
tunity for them, for the first time, to see at first hand
the possibilities offered by the CURIE supercomputer
(see page 34). 
An opportunity to also test, with a French SME, the
validity of this training model with the possible Eu-
ropean level extension of the HPC-SME Initiative (see
page 30).

Alternating between theory and practical work over
the three days the aim of the various sessions, led in

turn by the CEA,
NVIDIA, BSC, Al-
linea and CAPS,
was to provide
the keys to suc-
cessful hybrid
programming,
with a presenta-
tion and practi-
cal application
of the most re-
cent tools avai-
lable.

projet france Germany Italy Spain uk others total

early Call 

(May 2010)
0 5 1 0 2 2 10

first Call 

(June 2010)
1 2 0 2 1 3 9

Second Call

(November 2010)
6 2 0 2 3 4 17

third Call

(May 2011)
5 4 4 4 2 5 24

total 12 13 5 8 8 14 60

In % 20 22 8 13 13 23



HpC is the future of europe

Prof. Dr. Achim Bachem, Council Chair of PRACE and Chairman of the Board of
Directors of Germany’s Jülich Research Centre, and Catherine Rivière, CEO of
GENCI, explain the beginning of PRACE and the stakes to be taken up in the profit
of Europe.

PRACE vision

what are the goals of pRACe? 

Achim bachem: PRACE started in
2007 and has since grown to 24
countries. The missions of PRACE

is to create a leading
and long-term high-
end HPC infrastruc-
ture for European
public and private
research and deve-
lopment, contribu-
ting to European
competitiveness in
industry and re-
search.

In 2010, we set up pan-European
HPC services currently provided by
six leading Tier0 centres. Theses
services do not solely comprise cy-
cles but also include user support
and training.
In January 2012, we opened our
headquarters in Brussels, which
cements the existence of PRACE.
Catherine Rivière: At the end of
2012, PRACE will provide around
15 Pflop/s through six systems
available in France, Germany, Italy
and Spain. This result makes Eu-
rope a world leader in terms of
computing performance. 
As an example, the most powerful
system, now operated in Japan
(the K supercomputer) delivers
“only” 10 Pflop/s.
The PRACE systems have been
built with different kind of design
but in a complementary way, in
order to cover all the scientific
needs. These systems are well dis-
tributed in Europe, so each scien-

tist is able to select the most ap-
propriate system to achieve his re-
search goals.
Ab: PRACE represents a strong ele-
ment of cooperation and coordi-
nation which adds value in many
aspects. One way in which PRACE
is already yielding fruit is the fact
that political awareness for HPC
has increased in many European
countries, which are, as a result,
now boosting and better sttructu-
ring their HPC activities.

How does pRACe support people?

Ab: What we are aiming for in Eu-
rope is independent access to
HPC, which is considered one of
the key technologies of the 21st

century. On the political level, the
expected added value for science
and economy in each country and
in Europe at large is the main dri-
ver for PRACE. 
Besides that, those Tier0 centres
that will participate in the future
will also benefit by gaining visibi-
lity as national representatives in
a European success story.
CR: HPC improves national compe-
titiveness both in science and in
industry. In science, HPC helps to
solve major and complex ques-
tions, such as weather forecast. In
industry, HPC contributes, for
example, to reduce the number of
experiments needed to design a
product. That’s why PRACE has to
continue to promote widely the
use of HPC among researchers as
well as industrials.

what is your vision for the co-

ming years?

Ab: PRACE shall be renowned for
enabling high-impact European
scientific discovery and enginee-
ring research and development
across all disciplines to enhance
the European competitiveness for
the benefit of society. 
Another important field of activity
of this infrastructure is that it pro-
motes the organisation of the Eu-
ropean and Innovation area in
which HPC is involved and contri-
butes to its achievements. PRACE
thus also allows industry access to
European leading edge HPC-sys-
tems. 
Furthermore, it helps to develop IT
equipments and components (hard-
ware and software) for future HPC
systems, in collaboration with the
HPC industry in Europe.
CR:  The way we have worked col-
lectively from the initial evaluation
to an operational infrastructure in
just three years is a success in it-
self.
PRACE has paved the way to the
creation of an entire ecosystem
around HPC in Europe. 
With the support of the scientific
community, of industrial players,
and of the authorities at both na-
tional and international levels, this
ecosystem will enable our re-
search laboratories, and even-
tually our industries too, to be
competitive.
This is a vital capital investment for
the future.
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exascale europe is on track

Defining a European agenda to prepare for and maximise the benefits of future exa-
flop architectures expected to become a reality by 2020, that was the objective of
the European Exascale Software Initiative (EESI) of which GENCI was a member.

barcelona, 10 and 11 october 2011. during the

final conference of the european exascale Soft-

ware Initiative (eeSI), everybody agreed: in line with

the objectives of the project, europe now has a

roadmap, together with a set of recommendations,

to take it towards exascale. 

For eighteen months over 150 European experts in
HPC, including scientific software developers and
users, from the universities and industry, worked to
define the best way of preparing for the challenge of
exascale. It represents a huge challenge to prepare
European researchers and industry for the arrival of

ever-more powerful machines that, by around 2015,
will be capable of delivering hundreds of petaflops/s
(compared with a few currently), then, by 2020, at
least one exaflop/s. 

During the project, financed by the European Com-
mission and including the active involvement of

GENCI, a series of conferences and eight working
groups helped produce a number of recommenda-
tions:
• Implement a multi-discipline project dedicated to
exascale with a 20 year research agenda, in coopera-
tion with the other research entities of the European
Commission and linked with the national finance pro-
viders;
• Finance projects in those fields in which Europe is
in a strong position;
• Coordinate existing initiatives elsewhere around
the world in those fields in which Europe seems to

be weaker;
• Make use of multidisciplinary
centres to enable both the deve-
lopment of the codes and algo-
rithms and the growth of already
structured scientific communi-
ties, such as Climatology, Life
Sciences and Energy, that are in-
volved in the dissemination of
knowledge;
• Expand education and training
in the field of HPC.

Among the meetings that helped formalise these re-
commendations and prepare for the final conference
in Barcelona was the Workshop organised by GENCI,
on 29 and 30 June 2011, at Le Tremblay (78) estate
and bringing together some sixty European experts.

Towards exascale

Alternating plenary sessions and working groups....

On the left,  Stéphane Requena, CTO of GENCI

� www.eesi-project.eu

The French workshop on 29 and 30 June 2011  © EESI

Launched on 01 June 2010 for 18 months, EESI was led by EDF and involved 7 other

contractual partners: GENCI for France, BSC (Spain), CINECA (Italy), EPCC (Great Bri-

tain), Jülich (Germany), NWO (Netherlands) and ARTTIC, a French company specialising

in managing European projects. ESSI was also supported by 17 associate partners inclu-

ding CEA, CERFACS, CNRS, Inria, Ter@tec and Total.



disseminate
HpC-Sme Initiative 

An innovation and employment accelerator

Launched jointly by GENCI, Inria and OSEO in September 2010, the hPC-SME Initiative (Initiative hPC-PME)
attracted almost twenty SMEs wishing to “move to hPC” and increase their competitiveness.

An essential tool in academic
research, the use of HPC for

numerical simulation is also in-
creasingly critical in the industrial
arena in reducing design and vali-
dation times and boosting innova-
tion. 

Whilst major groups such as Air-
bus have been using HPC for many
years, the approach is much less
frequent among SMEs, as it re-
quires large-scale investments in
hardware and software, people,
training, etc.

Supported by GENCI, Inria and
OSEO, the objective behind the
HPC-SME Initiative was to assist
SMEs in evaluating and demons-
trating the productivity gains and
improved competitiveness that

could be achieved by “moving to
HPC”. Launched on 01 September
2010, the HPC-SME Initiative is
being run in partnership with four
world competitiveness clusters:
Aerospace Valley (aeronautics,
space), Axelera (chemicals and the
environment), Minalogic (miniatu-
rised intelligent solutions for in-
dustry),and Systematic (complex
systems). 
In 2011, a fifth world competitive-
ness cluster, Cap Digital (digital
contents and services), joined
HPC-SME.

Also in 2011, the HPC-SME Initia-
tive opened to university compu-
ting centres, partners in the
Equip@meso project (see page
33), with the aim of increasing its
local spread.

In supporting SMEs in their take up
of HPC, the expertise available
from each partner was mobilised
for the defined needs: tech-
nological expertise, training,
access to computing re-
sources, economic and fi-
nancial challenges. 

One of the beneficiaries
under the HPC-SME Initia-
tive was, for example, able
to take part in the PRACE
Autumn School, jointly orga-
nised by the CEA and GENCI
in October 2011 (see page

27), for training in advanced hybrid
programming.
A year after its start-up, the initia-
tive had attracted some twenty
SMEs. From right across France,
these SMEs cover a wide range of
fields: automobile, maritime and
offshore industry, digital media,
biotechnologies, microelectronics,
aeronautics, oil services, etc.
Each case is highly specific and re-
quires customise support.

At the end of one of the measures
set up under the initiative, one of
the SME’s, the engineering consul-
tants Danielson Engineering, in-
vested in a hardware and software
platform for advanced 3-D compu-
ting (see opposite). 
Several other SMEs are currently
finalising projects with completion
expected during the first half of
2012.

� www.initiative-hpc-pme.org

more simulation, less tests

In the aeronautics field, HPC is a strategic techno-

logy which enable aircraft manufacturers to opti-

mize the perfomance levels of an airplane in all

aspects and to ensure its conception. 

For example, regarding the design of the wings of

the latest A350, Airbus saved 25% in aerodynamics

development time and 20% on wind-tunnel tests

cost, to be compared with the A380 conception.

The same results could be seen with Boeing : the

Seattle firm prepared nearly 80 wing prototypes

for  wind-tunnel testing at the beginning of the

80’s; only five wing prototypes are now prepared

for wind-tunnel testing. 

Information from EESI project (see page 29)

Google maps
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danielson engineering, an HpC-Sme success story

Rui Da Silva Lourenço, head of Computing at the company that specialises in
the design and manufacture of engines for the automobile and aeronautic
sectors, talks about the advantages offered by the GENCI/Inria/Oseo project.

why did you want to make use of the support avai-

lable through the HpC-Sme Initiative?

Obviously, it was just at the right time! We already
had a large computing department but the limited
capacities of our workstations meant we could not
work with large size 3-D models, which re-
quire a great deal of computing power. 

With HPC, we could produce complete
3-D models of engines, making it possi-
ble to improve our competitiveness and
our products. We could therefore
access areas such as combustion
in thermal engines as well as al-
gorithms for optimising shapes
and setting parameters.

We needed to both invest in
an HPC platform and develop
advanced software solutions. 
The HPC-SME Initiative there-
fore happened, as far as we are
concerned, at exactly the right moment: without it,
we could not have considered going down that road
so quickly.

were your hopes fulfilled?

They were, in terms of the technical expertise in de-
fining the solution to be implemented, and from a fi-
nancial point of view because we received support
from Oseo.

Thanks to this technical and financial support we suc-
cessfully implemented our plan, known as ADVICE
(Advanced Design for Vehicles and Internal Combus-
tion Engine),over 16 months, from its definition with
HPC-SME to the recent commissioning of the new

computing platform. 
I have to say that the presence of GENCI was critical
in our relations with potential suppliers: GENCI at our
side acted to confirm the credibility of our plans!

what tangible outcomes have you been able to see?

The first runs on our new computing
platform took place last March [2012]

and it will be fully operational in the
coming months. 
The technical benefits can already be
seen as we are now offering three

new modelling and optimisation
services: thermal engine com-

bustion, unsteady internal
aerodynamics, optimal me-
chanical design.

We are carrying out two
analyses and we have to

prove our new added-value to
potential customers. 

In addition, we have already recruited three people
(two structural engineers and a computer specialist)
and we are planning to take on someone else before
the end of 2012. In total, we will have recruited six
new people between now and the end of next year.
That is faster than we had planned!

what is your opinion of the HpC-Sme Initiative?

Very positive as we received the support that was set
up by HPC-SME “right to the end” and we now have
the resources needed to produce 3-D combustion
models. Another benefit: we have been pushed to
the front of the stage in presenting our new compu-
ting platform and this is clearly essential in getting
ourselves known!

highly tuned engines

© DE
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disseminate
equip@meso project

building at the regional scale 

Coordinated by GENCI, Equip@meso aims to consolidate all the elements of hPC in the regions (training,
equipment, links with industry), by bringing in ten university partners.

for the partners associated in
the Equip@meso project, 2011

was a year in which they comple-
ted three actions: the definition
and implementation of the project
governance (steering committee
and supervisory committee); the
launch of the computer acquisi-

tion programme; the appointment
of a contact in the context of the
regional deployment of the HPC-
SME Initiative (see page 30). 
In terms of training, the Maison de
la Simulation, jointly with the IDRIS
and CCRT, organised, from 20 June
to 8 July 2011 in Chamonix
(France), a summer school over
three weeks, dedicated to HPC.
More than 80 people received trai-
ning in parallel programming me-
thods and using GPUs. The Maison

de la Simulation also organised,
jointly with the CERFACS and Inria,
a training course in parallel sparse
linear algebra, which was attended
by thirty participants in Bordeaux
from 28 November to 2 December
2011. Another training is schedu-
led for May 2012 and other events

are being prepared, notably an
Equip@meso day in Strasbourg
scheduled for 18 October 2012 on
the theme “Chemistry and Life
Sciences: From numerical simula-
tion to HPC”.

In terms of the acquisition of

hardware, several partners have
started the necessary procedures
(tender calls, competitive dialogue
or use of existing contracts). For
most of these, the delivery of the

equipment will take place during
2012; the commissioning and start
of operation should then follow
soon after this.

The HpC-Sme Initiative has begun
deployment with other partner
centres. Three of these (Toulouse,
Grenoble and Rouen) were ap-
proached by HPC-SME to take res-
ponsibility (expertise and computing)
for an SME. Other partners have
been approached directly by
SMEs; these contacts should see
results in 2012. 

In terms of partnerships, the
Equip@meso project has made va-
rious contacts. In part, on the basis
of the decision of the Prime Minis-
ter asking Equip@meso to extend
its “geographic coverage to the fol-
lowing projects: nanotechnology
in Grenoble, aeronautics in Tou-
louse, materials in Nantes, com-
munications in Rennes and
systems in Saclay, in liaison with
the competitiveness clusters invol-
ved on the sites and OSEO”, GENCI
started discussions in 2011 with
three IRT (Instituts de Recherche
Technologique, Technology Re-
search Institutes): AESE in Tou-
louse (aeronautics), NanoElec in
Grenoble (nanotechnology) and
Jules Verne in Nantes (materials). 
Contacts have also been made for
opening Equip@meso to other
university partners.

equip@meso is one of the 52 projects selected in the context of the first “equipements d’ex-

cellence” (first Rate facilities) project access call. the results of this were announced at the

beginning of 2011. 

With funding of 10.5 million euros over 10 years, Equip@meso is coordinated by GENCI and

involves ten academic and university partners: the CRIHAN (Centre de Ressources Informa-

tique de Haute-Normandie, Haute-Normandie IT Resources Centre), PRES Toulouse University,

Aix-Marseille I University, Claude Bernard Lyon I University, Joseph-Fourier Grenoble I Univer-

sity, Strasbourg University, Reims Champagne-Ardenne University, PRES Paris Sciences et Let-

tres (Paris Science and Arts, represented by the Paris Observatory and the Ecole Normale

Supérieure), Pierre et Marie Curie University, as well as the Maison de la Simulation supported

by the CEA (involving Cerfacs and the GDR Calcul of the CNRS).

equip@meso has three major objectives: 

To increase the HPC capacities of the centres

To extend the HPC-SME Initiative to the local level

To deliver a service of excellence and proximity, for training, education and computing,

complementing the national resources by means of specific scientific leadership.
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equip@meso is a formative project for the Grenoble

scientific community. It acts as a catalyst in the buil-
ding of a multi-disciplinary scientific environment
around modelling and computing, which is also the
objective of the CIMENT intermediate-sized compu-
ting centre and the MaiMoSiNE (Maison de la Modé-
lisation et de la Simulation) (Modelling and
Simulation Institute). The project is going to make it
possible for us to take a step forward in establishing
a computing platform with a computing power level
that is more than double the total power available to
CIMENT, and with a budget that represents just over
5 years of investments by the intermediate-sized
computing centre. Equip@meso, with the scale shift
it allows, is also a driving force in the implementation
of an eco-friendly hosting infrastructure for the sha-
red computing resources at the level of Grenoble
University. Finally, the objective to extend the HPC-
SME Initiative at the local level has also been an op-
portunity for us to structure and lead the
relationships with SME/SMI, by coordinating the ac-
tions of the Grenoble University structures working
at the research-industry interface in the field of mo-
delling and computing.

equip@meso helped boost regional and national vi-

tality. Whilst the role of the regions is essential in de-

veloping computing mesocentres, theEquip@Meso
project boosted the level of regional dynamism in
terms of modelling and HPC, which already existed
thanks to the HPC project in Rhône-Alpes, which re-
ceived finance under CPER 2006-2013.
The Grenoble and Lyon based computing platforms,
acquired in 2012-2013, will be jointly financed by the
region and open in part to the whole Rhône-Alps
scientific community. This should stimulate scientific
dialogue at the regional level and consolidated the
scientific and training initiatives of MaiMoSiNE in
Grenoble and the Blaise Pascal Centre in Lyon.
Equip@Meso also made it possible to strengthen
links with the partner computing mesocentres by en-
couraging exchanges of experiences and expertise re-
lating to HPC, thereby supplementing the role of the
intermediate-sized computing centre days held every
year. The project was also an excellent opportunity
to establish firm links with the higher tiers in the HPC
pyramid: definition of a shared strategy, increased
trampoline role for the mesocentres, etc.

2011 was a positive year for CIment and maimo-

Sine. Discussions around the issue of hosting the
planned computing platform and minimising its en-
vironmental footprint led to the implementation of
a shared hosting policy for the whole of the univer-
sity site. This is a significant advance. 

In terms of HPC-SME, initial contacts were made with
a local company and computers of the mesocentre
were used for the successful diagnostic phase. This
preliminary work was the basis for a longer-term col-
laboration, including notably a master course (on the
tools for monitoring the performances of Java codes)
and a consortium project. The SME is now looking to
acquire a computing cluster, with an architecture to
be defined on the basis of tests carried out on the CI-
MENT machines.

Local cement

equip@meso: positive outcomes for Grenoble already

Emmanuel Chaljub, head of CIMENT (Calcul Intensif, Modélisation, Expéri-
mentation Numérique et Technologique - hPC, Modelling, Numeric Experi-
mentation and Technology) at the Joseph-Fourier University in Grenoble,
looks back at its involvement in the Equip@meso project.

when some equip@meso partners (emmanuel Chaljub in the

foreground) visit the CuRIe supercomputer... © GenCI
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designed for GENCI by Bull and now available for
the French and European scientific community,

the CURIE supercomputer is the second component
of the PRACE European HPC infrastructure (see page
24).
To make the most of the best technological opportu-
nities, CURIE was installed in two phases, between
the end of 2010 and the end of 2011, which made it
possible to integrate diffe-
rent types of computing
nodes (fat, hybrid and
thin). 
On completion of the first
phase, CURIE was opened
to French and European
scientists. As of 01 March
2012, its complete configu-
ration has been accessible.

A feature of CURIE is its balanced architecture,
unique in Europe: the computer was designed to
combine a high computing performance and a very
large data processing capacity.
This is a key strength in the major scientific chal-
lenges being faced in fields such as Climatology, Life
Sciences (see page 2) and Astrophysics. 
In these disciplines, the complexity of the issues in-

volved (for instance, the struc-
ture of the Universe) and the
time scales involved (the Uni-
verse, from the Big Bang to
now) or the size (the structure
of a protein), mean that not
only is high computing perfor-
mance needed to process these
but also a high performance
processing of the data genera-
ted.

CuRIe, year 1



the CuRIe supercomputer
designed for GenCI by bull.

CURIE is operated by the operatio-
nal teams of the CEA’s TGCC in
Bruyères-le-Châtel, where it is hos-
ted in its advanced scientific and
technical environment.

The investment made by GENCI in
CURIE, 100 million euros over five
years, ensures that France will be
able to fulfil its commitments in
terms of the PRACE European hPC
infrastructure, of which it is one of
the founding members.

© CEA/CADAM

CURIE has a total power consumption of 3.5 mw, the same
as for the nearby Commune of Arpajon (9,000 inhabitants).

CURIE is a total of 120 racks covering 200m2, containing over
92,000 processor cores and 50 kilometres of cabling.

The computing power offered by CURIE means it has the
capacity to read two billion books in a single second.

It can hold up to the equivalent of 7,600 years of mp3s,
and runs at a speed 100,000 times faster than that of a
very high-speed AdSl connection.

Images of CURIE

© CNRS Phothèque / Cyril Frésillon
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